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Sometimes, what you want is not really what you need. Gail is only twenty-two years old and
her mom is dying. Not just dying, she will be dead in a few days, if the doctors are to be
trusted, and Gail is certain she herself won't survive that. After a run in with Scott, the hot
gardener from next door, Gail begins to see him as the perfect distraction from her unbearable
life. It's not love Gail wants. She just wants to feel good with someone who makes her forget, if
only for a little while, and Scott fits that description perfectly. Scott just got back into town and
he's still trying to get his life back together. He already has more problems and regrets than he
can ever hope to live with, and the last thing he needs is to get tangled up with a rich girl who
is clearly a little unsettled, if not downright insane. But the fact that Gail is very attractive and
keeps throwing herself at him makes it impossible to keep sending her away. Which he should,
for Gail's sake more than his own.
"Historical overview of terrorism and how it has been depicted in the media, especially films
and television. In turn, these depictions have shaped terrorist tactics, and public reaction to
terrorism"--Provided by publisher.
Must-Have Resource on Effective Prayer from Bestselling Author Jack Hayford Internationally
respected pastor and bestselling author Jack Hayford gives believers the keys to unlocking the
secrets of effective intercessory prayer, including how to pray with rightful authority,
perseverance, and confidence. He provides encouragement, powerful testimonies, keen
biblical guidance, and insight to help readers pray more effectively for God's grace, goodness,
and power in the lives of those they love. Topics covered include • answering God's divine
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invitation to partnership • applying the basic promises of God to prayer • launching a
counterattack against the enemy • advancing toward ultimate victory in others' lives • and
more Regardless of the situation, here is what believers need to press on in intercession and
see God's answers come. Foreword by Darlene Zschech.
She's changed…but has he? Skylar Gibson isn't the rebellious teen she used to be. Aaron
Hollister, on the other hand, is still the entitled rich kid who betrayed her. And if he thinks she'll
let his business plans threaten her town, well, he'd better think again. But her first priority is
protecting her secret—their fourteen-year-old daughter. When the truth comes out, Skylar is
shocked by Aaron's reaction. Could there be more to this golden boy than she'd thought? It'll
take more than a trip down memory lane to prove he's changed….
This second edition by noted sleep medicine authority Richard B. Berry presents 100 cases
that review key elements in the evaluation and management of patients with a wide variety of
sleep disorders. Sleep disorders are among the most frequent health complaints physicians
encounter: one third of adults experience occasional or persistent sleep problems. These
disorders become a major health problem when they impair daytime functioning. A glossary is
provided for sleep and sleep lab terminology The "pearls, " distillations of the key information
for each case are always a key feature of books in the Pearls Series® All cases are real
clinical cases compiled by the author, not theoretical 10 completely new cases have been
added In addition to the cases, there are 22 sections presenting the Fundamentals of Sleep
Medicine which better acquaint readers with the basic elements of sleep medicine All first
edition cases have been substantially revised and rewritten Many new illustrations and sleep
tracings have been added The glossary has been expanded and updated to reflect latest
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terminology
A trendy, late-twenties lush discovers a twisted new way to get over her past- by
metaphorically placing her exes in one room to fight to the death. Who will win? Will it be the
best man, the strongest man, the oldest man, the smartest man or the man who loved the
deepest? Twenty-eight year-old Alexandria Green, unknowingly, is still attached to each of her
exes. Through a comical, albeit drunken, exercise with her friend Scarlett, she metaphorically
fights her exes to the death and begins a journey of self-reflection. Will she be able to let them
go and move on with her life?
Clifford Geertz is the most influential American anthropologist of the past four decades. His
writings have defined and given character to the intellectual agenda of a meaning-centered,
nonreductive interpretive social science and have provoked much excitement and debate
about the nature of human understanding. As part of the American Anthropological
Association's centennial celebration, the executive board sponsored a presidential session
honoring Geertz. Clifford Geertz by His Colleagues compiles the twelve speeches given then
by a distinguished panel of social scientists along with a concluding piece by Geertz in which
he responds to each speaker and reflects on his own career. These edited speeches cover a
broad range of topics, including Geertz's views on morality, cultural critique, interpretivism, time
and change, Islam, and violence. A fitting tribute to one of the great thinkers of our age, this
collection will be enjoyed by anthropologists as well as students of psychology, history, and
philosophy.
Provides readers of all ages with a colorful tour of medieval castles through detailed pop-up
diagrams with informative and factual text about their construction, inhabitants, and the era in
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which they were used.

Although the era of European colonialism has long passed, misgivings about the
inequality of the encounters between European and non-European languages
persist in many parts of the postcolonial world. This unfinished state of affairs,
this lingering historical experience of being caught among unequal languages, is
the subject of Rey Chow's book. A diverse group of personae, never before
assembled in a similar manner, make their appearances in the various chapters:
the young mulatto happening upon a photograph about skin color in a popular
magazine; the man from Martinique hearing himself named "Negro" in public in
France; call center agents in India trained to Americanize their accents while
speaking with customers; the Algerian Jewish philosopher reflecting on his
relation to the French language; African intellectuals debating the pros and cons
of using English for purposes of creative writing; the translator acting by turns as
a traitor and as a mourner in the course of cross-cultural exchange; Cantonesespeaking writers of Chinese contemplating the politics of food consumption; radio
drama workers straddling the forms of traditional storytelling and mediatized
sound broadcast. In these riveting scenes of speaking and writing imbricated with
race, pigmentation, and class demarcations, Chow suggests, postcolonial
languaging becomes, de facto, an order of biopolitics. The native speaker, the
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fulcrum figure often accorded a transcendent status, is realigned here as the
repository of illusory linguistic origins and unities. By inserting British and postBritish Hong Kong (the city where she grew up) into the languaging controversies
that tend to be pursued in Francophone (and occasionally Anglophone)
deliberations, and by sketching the fraught situations faced by those coping with
the specifics of using Chinese while negotiating with English, Chow not only
redefines the geopolitical boundaries of postcolonial inquiry but also
demonstrates how such inquiry must articulate historical experience to the habits,
practices, affects, and imaginaries based in sounds and scripts.
In 2000, Peach Friedman, a college senior freshly broken up from her boyfriend,
set out to beat the blues by beating herself into shape. Running ten miles a day
and taking in as little as 800 calories, she fell from 146 pounds to 100 in three
months and was at serious risk of cardiac arrest. What Friedman suffered from
was exercise bulimia—a newly diagnosed and rapidly spreading eating disorder
that affects some 400,000 American women, and which gyms and colleges
across America are beginning to take seriously. In Diary of an Exercise Addict
Friedman recounts her descent into a life-threatening illness, her remarkable
recovery, and the setbacks along the way. With refreshing candor she lays bare
her relationships with family, friends, and lovers and the repressed desire that
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finally surfaced as she found her own way back to health.
Self-styled adventurer, literary wit, philosopher, and statesman of science, PierreLouis Moreau de Maupertuis (1698-1759) stood at the center of Enlightenment
science and culture. Offering an elegant and accessible portrait of this
remarkable man, Mary Terrall uses the story of Maupertuis's life, self-fashioning,
and scientific works to explore what it meant to do science and to be a man of
science in eighteenth-century Europe. Beginning his scientific career as a
mathematician in Paris, Maupertuis entered the public eye with a muchdiscussed expedition to Lapland, which confirmed Newton's calculation that the
earth was flattened at the poles. He also made significant, and often intentionally
controversial, contributions to physics, life science, navigation, astronomy, and
metaphysics. Called to Berlin by Frederick the Great, Maupertuis moved to
Prussia to preside over the Academy of Sciences there. Equally at home in
salons, cafés, scientific academies, and royal courts, Maupertuis used his social
connections and his printed works to enhance a carefully constructed reputation
as both a man of letters and a man of science. His social and institutional
affiliations, in turn, affected how Maupertuis formulated his ideas, how he
presented them to his contemporaries, and the reactions they provoked. Terrall
not only illuminates the life and work of a colorful and important Enlightenment
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figure, but also uses his story to delve into many wider issues, including the
development of scientific institutions, the impact of print culture on science, and
the interactions of science and government. Smart and highly readable,
Maupertuis will appeal to anyone interested in eighteenth-century science and
culture. “Terrall’s work is scholarship in the best sense. Her explanations of
arcane 18th-century French physics, mathematics, astronomy, and biology are
among the most lucid available in any language.”—Virginia Dawson, American
Historical Review Winner of the 2003 Pfizer Award from the History of Science
Society
“The Jewish Sherlock Holmes” investigates a deadly disruption on a college
campus in this New York Times bestseller (The Detroit News). Once again,
Rabbi Small finds himself looking for solace outside the confines of the
contentious world of his synagogue in Barnard’s Crossing, Massachusetts.
When a member of his congregation expresses that she does not want him to
officiate her wedding, Rabbi Small has had enough. He seeks escape by
dabbling in academia with a part-time teaching gig at a local college. But his
fantasy of a tranquil life in an ivory tower is about to come tumbling down. A
bombing at the school kills one of the rabbi’s coworkers, and Small finds himself
caught between adversarial students and feuding faculty members. As he
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investigates possible suspects with the same logic and measured caution that
make him a brilliant religious leader, Rabbi Small finds that everyone has a
motive—and an alibi—and it’s up to him to uncover the truth.
More first-generation students are attending college than ever before, and policy
makers agree that increasing their participation in higher education is a matter of
priority. Despite this, there is no agreed definition about the term, few institutions
can quantify how many first-generation students are enrolled, or mistakenly
conflate them with low-income students, and many important dimensions to the
first-generation student experience remain poorly documented. Few institutions
have in place a clear, well-articulated practice for assisting first-generation
students to succeed. Given that first-generation students comprise over 40% of
incoming freshmen, increasing their retention and graduation rates can
dramatically increase an institution’s overall retention and graduation rates, and
enhance its image and desirability. It is clearly in every institution’s self-interest
to ensure its first-generation students succeed, to identify and count them, and
understand how to support them. This book provides high-level administrators
with a plan of action for deans to create the awareness necessary for meaningful
long-term change, sets out a campus acclimation process, and provides
guidelines for the necessary support structures. At the heart of the book are 14
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first-person narratives – by first-generation students spanning freshman to
graduate years – that help the reader get to grips with the variety of ethnic and
economic categories to which they belong. The book concludes by defining 14
key issues that institutions need to address, and offers a course of action for
addressing them. This book is intended for everyone who serves these students
– faculty, academic advisors, counselors, student affairs professionals,
admissions officers, and administrators – and offers a set of best practices for
how two- and four-year institutions can improve the success of their firstgeneration student populations. An ACPA Publication
Experience shows that biotic stresses occur with different levels of intensity in
nearly all agricultural areas around the world. The occurrence of insects, weeds
and diseases caused by fungi, bacteria or viruses may not be relevant in a
specific year but they usually harm yield in most years. Global warming has
shifted the paradigm of biotic stresses in most growing areas, especially in the
tropical countries, sparking intense discussions in scientific forums. This book
was written with the idea of collecting in a single publication the most recent
advances and discoveries concerning breeding for biotic stresses, covering all
major classes of biotic challenges to agriculture and food production.
Accordingly, it presents the state-of-the-art in plant stresses caused by all
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microorganisms, weeds and insects and how to breed for them. Complementing
Plant Breeding for Abiotic Stress Tolerance, this book was written for scientists
and students interested in learning how to breed for biotic stress scenarios,
allowing them to develop a greater understanding of the basic mechanisms of
resistance to biotic stresses and develop resistant cultivars.
Meeting Jett was like a drug. Dangerous. Addictive. And better forbidden. In his
game, there's a high price to be paid. But how much is too much? Brooke
Stewart, a realtor in New York, was never in love until she met the green eyed,
sexy as sin, six foot two sex god, Jett. The man to whom she surrendered. The
man who hurt her once only to conquer her heart again. Sexy, handsome, and
arrogant Jett Mayfield knows he has found his match. Brooke is like no other
woman he's ever met and he has every intention of keeping her in his bed. Their
future seems full of promises...until the past is catching up with them and dark
secrets threaten to destroy their lives. Soon they realize that to love means to
lose, and some choices are harder than others When everything comes crashing
down, can mistakes be amended...or will he lose her forever? A woman who
surrendered to love.A man who would do anything to protect her.Two lives that
are about to be tested...and the last secrets laid bare.
JDBC is the key Java technology for relational database access. Oracle is
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arguably the most widely used relational database platform in the world. In this
book, Donald Bales brings these two technologies together, and shows you how
to leverage the full power of Oracle's implementation of JDBC. You begin by
learning the all-important mysteries of establishing database connections. This
can be one of the most frustrating areas for programmers new to JDBC, and
Donald covers it well with detailed information and examples showing how to
make database connections from applications, applets, Servlets, and even from
Java programs running within the database itself. Next comes thorough coverage
of JDBC's relational SQL features. You'll learn how to issue SQL statements and
get results back from the database, how to read and write data from large,
streaming data types such as BLOBs, CLOBs, and BFILEs, and you'll learn how
to interface with Oracle's other built-in programming language, PL/SQL. If you're
taking advantage of the Oracle's relatively new ability to create object tables and
column objects based on user-defined datatypes, you'll be pleased with Don's
thorough treatment of this subject. Don shows you how to use JPublisher and
JDBC to work seamlessly with Oracle database objects from within Java
programs. You'll also learn how to access nested tables and arrays using JDBC.
Donald concludes the book with a discussion of transaction management,
locking, concurrency, and performance--topics that every professional JDBC
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programmer must be familiar with. If you write Java programs to run against an
Oracle database, this book is a must-have.
"The designations employed and the presentation of material in this information product
do not imply the expression of any opinion whatsoever on the part of the Food and
Agriculture Organization of the United Nations (FAO) concerning the legal or
development status of any country, territory, city or area or of its authorities, or
concerning the delimitation of its frontiers or boundaries. The mention of specific
companies or products of manufacturers, whether or not these have been patented,
does not imply that these have been endorsed or recommended by FAO in preference
to others of a similar nature that are not mentioned."--Pub. desc.
The first edition of The Psychology of Health has become the standard recommended
text for many courses. This completely revised and updated second edition contains
new material in all chapters and has several additional chapters on such topics as
cancer, nutrition and exercise, social drugs, and the impact of social inequalities upon
health. The Psychology of Health will continue to be invaluable for students of health
psychology and related fields, including nursing, social work, community care and
health studies. The Psychology of Health, second edition, is: * comprehensive: its four
parts cover the scope and ambition of health psychology, acute and chronic illness,
hospitalisation and the management of disease, primary prevention and health
promotion, the importance of the family and the wider social context for health * userPage 12/25
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friendly: includes tables, figures and boxes with discussion ideas and questions in each
chapter. Prefaces to each part, key point summaries and a glossary of terms give
students a useful framework for revision * clearly written by an experienced team
involved in undergraduate teaching * a source for further study: with annotated guides
to reading and an extensive bibliography.
Formerly titled The Homecoming. “Maggie Shayne has a permanent spot on my keeper
shelf.” NY Times Bestselling Author, Karen Robards “Maggie Shayne is a reader’s
joy!” NY Times Bestselling Author, Teresa Medeiros A HEART YEARNS Luke Brand
wishes for what he’s never had–family. Aside from an overprotective mother who died
young, he’s never had that–until he drives his rig into Quinn, Texas to meet the family
he’s never known. His cousins welcome him with open arms. 3 months later he’s still
there, selling his semi to buy an abandoned house for back taxes, dreaming of settling
down with a wholesome woman and raising some kids of his own. OPPOSITES
ATTRACT Jasmine is not wholesome. She’s a waitress and sometimes exotic dancer
at a Chicago club. A classically trained dancer, Jasmine doesn’t mind doing what she
has to. It’s all for her son, Baxter. She’d do anything to protect him from the world.
DANGER PURSUES When Baxter witnesses a murder at the club and becomes a
target himself, Jasmine takes him and runs. Posing as her best friend, shot dead by the
same killer who’s after Bax, she heads for Texas to hole up in the house her roomie
inherited but wanted no part of. The only problem with her plan is the sexy cowboy
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who’s already living there. Fans of movies like Hope Floats, Sweet Home Alabama,
and The Cowboy Way and novels like Susan Mallery’s Fool’s Gold series will love
Maggie Shayne’s THE TEXAS BRANDS. “Maggie Shayne delivers romance with
sweeping intensity and bewitching passion!” Multiple NY Times Bestselling Author,
Jayne Anne Krentz “Maggie Shayne is better than chocolate!” NY Times Bestselling
Author Suzanne Forster Maggie Shayne’s TEXAS BRAND Series List: 1. The Littlest
Cowboy 2. Badlands Bad Boy 3. The Baddest Virgin in Texas 4. Long Gone Lonesome
Blues (formerly The Husband She Couldn’t Remember) 5. The Lone Cowboy (formerly
Texas Guardian) 6. Lone Star Lonely (formerly The Baddest Bride in Texas) 7. The
Outlaw Bride 8. Texas Angel (formerly Angel Meets the Badman) 9. Texas
Homecoming (formerly The Homecoming
Two petrol bombs thrown on the Cakewalk promenade, a sports reporter and his bike
rammed off a cliff, a policeman thrown through a plate-glass display window in the city
centre and left to die. All this is 'a quiet summer weekend' in the dockland city of Canton
and its Art Deco resort town of Ocean Beach. Chief Inspector Sam Hoskins links the
investigation of these crimes, but political chicanery hampers him on both sides: on the
left is ambitious young Eve Ricard riding to national fame and fortune on 'women's
issues, media bias, and insensitive policing'; to the right is the monstrously corrupt
councillor and aged razor-boy Carmel Cooney, with his girls and clubs and rackets
...'Strong on city life and the interplay between policemen and local politics'
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Independent
Stealing the Corner Office is mandatory reading for smart, hardworking managers who
always wonder why their seemingly incompetent superiors are so successful. It is a
unique collection of controversial but highly effective tactics for middle managers and
aspiring executives who want to learn the real secrets for moving up the corporate
ladder. Unlike virtually all other business books—which are based on the assumption
that corporations are logical and fair—Stealing the Corner Office explores the
unconventional tactics people less competent than you use to get ahead and stay
ahead. It is your proven playbook to thrive and win in an imperfect corporate world.
Stealing the Corner Office will teach you: How incompetent people so often get ahead,
and what you can learn from them. How to make universally flawed corporate policies
work in your favor. Why showing too much passion for your ideas can be career
suicide. Why delivering results should never be your highest priority. These and many
more controversial tactics will change the way you look at your career and how you
manage projects, people, and priorities. Apply the 10 principles in Stealing the Corner
Office and watch your career take off!
A "very dramatic [and] compelling" World War II story of murder, mutiny, and a military
cover-up, from the author of The Phoenix Program (The New York Times). Captured by
the Japanese while on patrol in the fetid jungles of New Guinea, Douglas Valentine's
father, who'd enlisted in the US Army at age sixteen, was sent to a prison camp in the
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Philippines, where he was interned with Australian and British soldiers. The events that
followed make up this "well-told, chilling" story of betrayal and brutality--a powerful tale
of a son uncovering the traumatic events that shaped the rest of his father's life (Los
Angeles Times Book Review). "Not just a searing picture of life in a terrible POW camp,
it is also a significant historical document about a place that the U.S. military says never
existed." --Publishers Weekly
Within democratic societies, a deep division exists over the nature of community and
the grounds for political life. Should the political order be neutral between competing
conceptions of the good life or should it be based on some such conception? This book
addresses one crucial set of problems raised by this division: What bases should
officials and citizens employ in reaching political decisions and justifying their positions?
Should they feel free to rely on whatever grounds seem otherwise persuasive to them,
like religious convictions, or should they restrict themselves to "public reasons,"
reasons that are shared within the society or arise from the premises of liberal
democracy? Kent Greenawalt argues that fundamental premises of liberal democracy
alone do not provides answers to these questions, that much depends on historical and
cultural contexts. After examining past and current practices and attitudes in the United
States, he offers concrete suggestions for appropriate principles relevant to American
society today. This incisive and timely analysis by one of our leading legal philosophers
should attract a wide and diverse readership of scholars, practitioners, and concerned
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citizens.
In glittering 18th-century Venice, music and love are prized above all else--and for two
sisters coming of age, the city's passions blend in intoxicating ways. Chiaretta and
Maddalena are as different as night and day. The two sisters were abandoned as
babies on the steps of the Ospedale della Pietß, Venice's world-famous foundling
hospital and musical academy. High-spirited and rebellious, Chiaretta marries into a
great aristocratic Venetian family and eventually becomes one of the most powerful
women in Venice. Maddalena becomes a violin virtuoso and Antonio Vivaldi's muse.
The Four Seasons is a rich, literary imagination of the world of 18th-century Venice and
the lives and loves of two extraordinary women.

Discusses both depictions of Buddhism in film and Buddhist takes on a variety of
films. In 1989, the same year the Dalai Lama was awarded the Nobel Peace
Prize, a decade-long boom of films dedicated to Buddhist people, history, and
culture began. Offering the first scholarly treatment of Buddhism and cinema, the
editors advise that there are two kinds of Buddhist film: those that are about
Buddhists and those that are not. Focusing on contemporary American offerings,
the contributors extend a two-pronged approach, discussing how Buddhism has
been captured by directors and presenting Buddhist-oriented critiques of the
worlds represented in films that would seem to have no connection with
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Buddhism. Films discussed range from those set in Tibet, such as Kundun and
Lost Horizon, to those set well outside of any Buddhist milieu, such as
Groundhog Day and The Matrix. The contributors explain the Buddhist theoretical
concepts that emerge in these works, including karma, the bardo, and
reincarnation, and consider them in relation to interpretive strategies that include
feminism, postcolonialism, and contemplative psychological approaches.
After devastating betrayal at the hands of his oversexed wife, Benny is still
determined to save his marriage. The move across the country is supposed to be
a new start, but Benny's pain and distrust makes moving on easier said than
done. Could his anger turn violent, or will forgiving Autumn be the key to healing
their marriage? Autumn wants to save her marriage, and she vows to be faithful
to her husband and earn his trust again. Things are going well, and Autumn and
Benny are slowly finding their way back to each other, until she meets a
handsome officer. Jordan Travers' quiet life is turned upside down when the
beautiful Autumn literally falls in his lap. Before he knows it, he is caught up in an
affair that threatens to destroy his marriage and his career. He makes it his
mission to protect Autumn at all cost, no matter what's at stake. Find out what
happens when love just isn't enough, in this steamy tale of lust and
consequences.
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When a fox cleans his den to prepare for a visit from his uncle, his trash
inadvertently makes the rounds of the homes of other animals before ending up
right back where it began.
Anyone working to improve the childbearing experience and help women avoid
unnecessary intervention has encountered numerous obstetric myths or old
doctors' tales. And while the evidence in the medical literature may be solidly,
often unequivocably, against whatever the doctor said, without access to that
evidence, the pregnant woman is quite reasonably going to follow her doctor.
This book is an attempt to make the medical literature on a variety of key
obstetric issues accessible to people who lack the time, expertise, access, or
proximity to a medical library to research concerns on their own. This compact,
accurate, yet understandable reference is designed for people without medical
training and organized for easy access. After an introductory chapter giving basic
information about the different types of medical studies, how to evaluate them,
and some basic statistical concepts, Goer provides chapters on cesarean issues,
pregnancy and labor management, and a review of alternative approaches. Each
chapter begins with a stated myth, followed by an examination of the reality. Goer
then analyzes the mainstream belief, pointing out its fallacies. Then comes a list
of significant points gleaned from the studies and keyed to her abstracts. Next is
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the outline by which the abstracts are grouped. Finally come the numbered
abstracts of relevant articles published, in most cases, after 1980. The book
concludes with a glossary of medical terms and an index. This compact,
accurate, and understandable reference tool is designed for people without
medical training as well as care givers.
Exploring the key ideas in social psychology, this collection of classic and
contemporary readings includes accounts of specific experimental findings as
well as more general articles summarizing studies on such topics as attraction,
prejudice, and aggression. The new edition adds 15 new readings while retaining
a number of classics by leading psychological thinkers such as Stanley Milgram
on obedience and Solomon Asch on conformity. Readings makes the perfect
companion for the Aronson's highly praised book, The Social Animal as it follows
the same major themes. The Reader can also be used with any introductory
social psychology text or even in lieu of a text. Using both The Social Animal
textbook and the reader is a unique and engaging combination for understanding
social psychology and its research.
A delightfully evil gift, How to Be a Villain is a step-by-step guide to joining the
forces of darkness. Because, though villains may never win, they sure have more
fun, hatching master plans for world domination, smoothing their dastardly tights.
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Neil Zawacki answers all the most urgent questions: Should I go with a black or
red theme? Do I invest in an army of winged monkeys or ninja warriors? And just
where will I put the evil hideout? Whether readers choose to pursue a career as a
Criminal Mastermind, Mad Scientist, Corporate Bastard, or just a Wanna-be Evil
Genius, they are sure to find plenty of tips for jumpstarting any evil enterprise.
Cheaper than attending the annual bad guy conference and way more fun than
being good, How to Be a Villain is guaranteed to elicit deep-throated evil laughs
across the land.
Shares instructions for creating handmade clothing for boys from infancy through
age eight, providing patterns that accommodate seasonal and activity needs.
This Adobe-approved, project-based guide from one of the world's most popular
web design authors, David Powers, will teach readers how to progress from
designing static websites to building dynamic websites in Adobe Dreamweaver
CS5. Using step-by-step instructions with projects that build on the knowledge
acquired in each lesson, readers will learn about the new PHP features in
Dreamweaver CS5, including the ability to work in Live View with WordPress, as
well as extended support for PHP code hints, syntax checking, and dynamically
related files. Readers will learn how to upload images and send email with
attachments using the Zend Framework. In contrast to existing books on the
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Zend Framework, this book will show web designers and developers with little or
no programming experience how to use selected modules to integrate dynamic
features into existing sites. There is a strong emphasis on following security best
practices. Readers will also learn progressive enhancement techniques for
updating pages seamlessly with PHP and Ajax. All of Peachpit's eBooks contain
the same content as the print edition. You will find a link in the last few pages of
your eBook that directs you to the media files. Helpful tips: If you are able to
search the book, search for "Where are the lesson files?" Go to the very last
page of the book and scroll backwards. You will need a web-enabled device or
computer in order to access the media files that accompany this ebook. Entering
the URL supplied into a computer with web access will allow you to get to the
files. Depending on your device, it is possible that your display settings will cut off
part of the URL. To make sure this is not the case, try reducing your font size and
turning your device to a landscape view. This should cause the full URL to
appear.
Ranging from the realism of Dickens to the horror of Dracula, Gail Turley Houston
examines how the language and imagery of economics, commerce and banking are
transformed in Gothic fiction, and traces literary and uncanny elements in economic
writings of the period. Houston pays particular attention to the term 'panic' as it moved
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between its double uses as a banking term and a defining emotion in sensational
fiction.
Dialectical Behavior Therapy (DBT) has quickly become a treatment of choice for
individuals with borderline personality disorder and other complicated psychiatric
conditions. Becoming proficient in standard DBT requires intensive training and
extensive supervised experience. However, there are many DBT principles and
procedures that can be readily adapted for therapists conducting supportive,
psychodynamic, and even other forms of cognitive behavioral treatments.Despite this,
there is a dearth of easily accessible reading material for the busy clinician or novice.
This new book provides a clinically oriented, user-friendly guide to understanding and
utilizing the principles and techniques of DBT for non-DBT-trained mental health
practitioners and is an ideal guide to DBT for clinicians at all levels of experience.
Written by internationally recognized experts in suicide, self injury and borderline
personality disorder, it features clinical vignettes, following patients through a series of
chapters, clearly illustrating both the therapeutic principles and interventions.
"The newest of the great fictional detectives" (Boston Globe) from the New York Times
bestselling author of the Easy Rawlins novels. When New York private eye Leonid
McGill is hired to check up on a vulnerable young woman, all he discovers is a bloody
crime scene-and the woman gone missing. His client doesn't want her found. The
reason will put everything McGill cherishes in harm's way: his family, his friends, and
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his very soul.
Within the Frame is a book about finding and expressing your photographic vision,
specifically where people, places, and cultures are concerned. A personal book full of
real-world wisdom and incredible images, author David duChemin (of
pixelatedimage.com) shows you both the how and the why of finding, chasing, and
expressing your vision with a camera to your eye. Vision leads to passion, and passion
is a cornerstone of great photography. With it, photographs draw the eye in and create
an emotional experience. Without it, a photograph is often not worth—and can’t
capture—a viewer’s attention. Both instructional and inspirational, Within the Frame
helps you on your photographic journey to make better images of the places and
people you love, whether they are around the world or in your own backyard. duChemin
covers how to tell stories, and the technology and tools we have at our disposal in order
to tell those narratives. Most importantly, he stresses the crucial theme of vision when it
comes to photographing people, places, and cultures—and he helps you cultivate and
find your own vision, and then fit it within the frame.
Colloid and Interface Science, Volume IV: Hydrosols and Rheology is the fourth volume
of papers presented at the International Conference on Colloids and Surfaces, held in
San Juan, Puerto Rico on June 21-25, 1976. This volume contains 57 chapters and
begins with reviews on colloidal dispersions, interacting latex particles, reversible
adsorption of hydrosols, and stability of colloidal kaolinite suspensions. The next
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chapters deal with determination of colloidal stability, the microstructure of latex
particles, instrumentation, and analytical methods for rheology measurement. These
topics are followed by discussions of polymer adsorption, kinetic aspects of rheology,
and measurement of important parameters in adsorption. This text also explores the
properties of surface rheological models, the analysis of sedimentation velocity, and the
application of hydrodynamic chromatography. The remaining chapters look into the
colloid chemical aspects of drilling fluid rheology, the rheology of dilute polymer
solutions, colloidal sol flow, and the shear thickening of colloidal dispersions, This book
will prove useful to chemical engineers and other related professions who are
interested in colloidal dispersion, rheology, and hydrosols.
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